
UPDATE ON PAVILION USE – Lands meeting 28.7.2020 

 

Mr Zimmerman has emailed with various queries & concerns – Clerk’s responses so far are in blue. 

 

BZ email 1 

A number of circumstances come milestones are now advancing with the Pavilion which will in some 

way or another require some thought / Actions.  To keep less confusing I am headlining and bullet 

numbering. 

1. The Lease has now been ratified by the Scout Association Trust Corporation and is now back 
with our Solicitor’s to formulise completion 

2. Given our circumstances of use I have written to the Vale OTWH to seek clarity as to 
whether under our governance the Pavilion would be considered a rateable premises?  

3. If we do fall into this category then we would anyway be classed as a Charity and should 
automatically get an 80% Rates reduction and we would also appeal the additional 20% 
under discretionary relief (most Scout Groups enjoy this further status) 

4. At the point this all happens the regular use of the premises by the Grounds team could be 
tricky issue (unless considered very temporary at that stage).  So ‘what next’ may become a 
matter of some urgency. 

 

Here and Now 

5. While we have yet to draw up our final safe proposals to restart Scouts it would appear we 
will be permitted at least some Outdoor activities by September and my earlier remarks over 
the Pavilion as a base would need to be explored further. 

6. In the meantime I am keen to progress some internal works which can easily and safely be 
undertaken during the Covid restrictions. 

7. A Family unit of Supporters have agreed to commence repainting the Main corridor to the 
front of the Building and this to start as soon as we have agreed a protocol for daytime 
access for Richard and Gerry.  Ill put some suggestions under separate cover shortly for your 
and councils acceptance.  No objections from clerk or staff re painting; basic RA from scouts 
seems sensible (posted at end of this report) 

8. I am also requesting a Builder (and Scout Parent) take a professional look at carrying the 
Insulation project forward as I am keen this all gets sorted prior to the weather again cooling 
down.  I will be allowing access for materials estimates to be carried out tomorrow 
afternoon. Following which (subject to reasonable costs) we may get started during the 
Schools Summer Break (Late July / August).  Clerk asked for details 

 

While we do seek for continued cooperation and mutual appreciation of one another’s needs within 

the Pavilion, the Grounds team are still adopting a very generous and valuable space as their 

Welfare Facility, They also portray the impression that it is the Scouts who must make any 

compromises and it is “All-right” should tools and equipment (some of which present potential 

hazards) can be left around.  While we have managed thus far we are  keen to progress the Building 

as a Scouting and Community asset, the fact that the end game for the Grounds team is stretching 

out is becoming a little frustrating.  Additionally I am of course currently the key champion for 

moving the development forward and I am not getting any younger!  Interestingly records indicate it 

is now Five Years since we started this process. 



BZ email 2 

With the added dimension of the Covid 19 limitations we were wondering whether we could 

investigate the idea of a temporary yet efficient Welfare facility for the Grounds team be 

reconsidered? Looking on the internet there are a number of quite practical and tidy second hand 

cabins which while varied in specification can be complete with Toilet, Drying space and Catering 

facilities. These can be purchased quite reasonably.  For power It would be quite practical to connect 

to a slave meter within the Pavilion, and drainage to the sewers if the cabin is suitably 

positioned.  While it would be equally sensible that the Grounds Team continued to have access to 

the Pavilion Toilets until such time as the final solution is completed.  Should the council be willing to 

reconsider I would imagine the Scouts would be willing to assist with the Costs to establish same. 

Clerk has obtained a few quotes for second hand buildings. Used refurbished portacabins divided as 

the preferred staff building design would cost around £15000 – see separate report. 

Additionally and worryingly sometime soon we may be asked to confirm 100% Charitable use of the 

Pavilion premises? With the Grounds team current tenure this would of course be difficult to justify.  

Reverting to the here and now,  We would like to move some elements of our works on the building 

forward and now would be a good time to get some tasks completed.   

 

• I have attached a Letter of understanding to family Small who have undertaken to Decorate 
the hallways and Toilet along the Front of the Building.  Please review this and confirm you 
are happy to broaden the Risk Assessment of the Employees to cover the eventuality of 
others on the premises?  Work would ideally start next week.  See below 

 

• I am also in the process of detailed costing for the insulation works associated with the new 
Kitchen area.  Should this be within affordable limits it would again be practical for us to 
execute during the approaching summer Holiday (August)  See above 

 

Basic RA for hallway painting by volunteers 

 

Painting and Decorating of Pavilion Building on Harwell Recreation Ground 

Health and safety at work with additional Covid 19 Considerations. 

 

I wish to thank the family for taking on the challenge of Cleaning and Painting the Hallway and Doors 

together with the Toilet Cubicle along the passage to the front elevation of the Pavilion Building of 

Harwell Recreation Ground.  I would emphasise that while the building is leased to the Scouts the 

task is not a scouting activity.  It is a task of work for which pocket money will be paid.  

 

It is understood that Ben (17) will be the principal worker overseen by Adult family members. 

 

Health and Safety General 

 

Attendees are to conduct themselves in a safe manner wherever possible working from the Floor. 

Works will require some use of a stepladder and where this is required the Ladder must be fully 



opened to locked position and placed near the area of work. There must be No leaning out which 

could render a stepladder unstable. 

 

Any spillages must be immediately cleaned up  

 

Other Persons requiring access (Infection transmission limitation) 

 

Parish Council employees may require occasional access for Welfare and use of Toilets. 

 

During periods of your occupation it is suggested you set the South Door slightly ajar to facilitate 

access to the Kitchen Zone direct from the Field. Of course, ensuring all is securely closed at the 

completion of work. 

 

Should a Council employee request use of the Toilet, the corridor should be vacated via the front 

door until the Employee has finished and confirmed the toilet has been wiped down allowing 

operations to continue.   Similarly, should any of you have cause to use the Toilet then it must be 

wiped down after use (See Harwell PC Risk assessment). 

 

When the Toilet itself is undergoing works (Painting) if possible, plan with Council team to avoid 

their working days if this is difficult then request, they use the alternative toilet facility at the North 

end of the Building following prescribed cleaning procedures. 

 

On completion of each day’s work wipe down all Door Furniture and surfaces where others may 

access the following day. 

 

During your work, no member of the General Public is to be allowed access. 

 

 

 

 


